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Preface
This research study had its genesis in the study of the War of 1812 in Princess Anne
County. A significant event during that conflict was the British attack on and burning of the
Pleasure House in 1813. Local militia forces had made good use of the structure and its location
as both a lookout post and a barracks of sorts for the militia patrolling the southern coast of the
Chesapeake Bay. While the original intent of this research was to document the larger role the
Pleasure House played in the war, it became apparent that the history of the Pleasure House
transcends well before and after the War of 1812, and that a separate study of the origin and history
of this particular structure was necessary.
This study, in its imperfect form, attempts to determine the origin of the Pleasure House,
both in name and in utilization, its many roles and characterization over time, and its lasting impact
on the history of our area today. While it attempts to provide a comprehensive picture, it is
designed more as a starting point for further research into the many different facets of the owners,
the patrons, and the history of both the structure and the area.
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Introduction: What’s in a Name?
The independent city of Virginia Beach, which encompasses the former Princess Anne
County, is full of reminders of the city’s past as part of the British colony of Virginia. Numerous
areas of the county, to include sections of town, roads, and even water features were named in
honor of royal figures (Cape Henry or Princess Anne Road), early settlers (Kempsville or
Landstown), or after reminders of the English homeland (London Bridge or Lynnhaven River).
There is one series of names, however, that on first look, might appear to honor a place of
questionable reputation – Pleasure House. Today’s Pleasure House Road, Pleasure House Point,
and Pleasure House Creek are named after the “Pleasure House” that graced Princess Anne County
with a naming legacy for almost three centuries.
What was the Pleasure House? Was it a brothel, a tavern, or just an interestingly named
residence? How did this “establishment” become such a part of Princess Anne County history that
its name is commonplace today? Did the place have any significance in historical events? That is
what this study will try to ascertain.
One of the first points to investigate is the origin or the meaning of “Pleasure House.” The
Oxford Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture defines a “pleasure-house” as a
“Summer-house or other building used solely for pleasure.”1 This definition, however, places a
hyphen between “pleasure” and “house.” Our Pleasure House is often addressed both with and
without the hyphen in the name. With the hyphen, the name might be an adjective fitting of
Oxford’s definition. Without the hyphen, it appears as a proper name or even the title of a property.
Oxford’s Dictionary of English further defines “pleasure” (as an adjective) as “used or intended
for entertainment rather than business.”2 Taken together, the Pleasure House in Princess Anne
County was essentially both a local “entertainment” facility and the name of that establishment.
The Pleasure House, however, as both an entertainment facility and a business varied throughout
its lifetime.

1

James Stevens Curl and Susan Wilson, A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture (Oxford University
Press, 2015).
2
Angus Stevenson, ed., Oxford Dictionary of English (Oxford University Press, 2010).
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The Location
In modern street address terms, the Pleasure House was located in the vicinity of 2537
Pleasure House Road. That address is at the end of the current Pleasure House Road at the corner
of Lookout Road just before a small body of water called Lake Pleasure House (or Pleasure House
Lake). The Bay Lake Condominiums and the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel approach occupy
the site today. Who owned this site when the Pleasure House first emerged? The answer to that
question takes us back to the very founding of the Virginia Colony and Adam Thorowgood - one
of the first settler’s in Princess Anne County, then called Elizabeth City Shire. First, a geography
lesson.
The Jamestown settlers made their initial landing at the southern entrance of the
Chesapeake Bay, which they named Cape Henry. After anchoring in the bay, they explored the
area around Cape Henry which they named the “Desert” and began assembling the shallop they
brought to explore the region. The account of George Percy states: “We found a River on the
Southside running into the Maine; we entered it and found it very shoald water, not for any Boats
to swim.”3 This river was likely the modern Little Creek, which ran inland although an inlet at the
current location of Lake Joyce has also been suggested as the waterway described by Percy.4 This
branch, called the Chesopeian River, connected Lynnhaven Bay and the Lynnhaven River. Thus,
the modern water features along Shore Drive, including Pleasure House Creek, Lake Joyce, Lake
Bradford (and Chubb Lake), and Little Creek were once part of this continuous waterway. Both
nature and man will alter this waterway.

Figure 1: 1781 map showing the former Chesopeian River - referred to as Lynnhaven Creek on the map.
Lynnhaven Inlet did not exist at the time of the Jamestown settler's arrival.

3

George Percy, “Observations gathered out of a Discourse of the Plantation of the Southerne Colonie in Virginia by
the English, 1606,” in Albert Bushnell Hart, ed., American History Leaflets. Colonial and Constitutional, No. 36,
(New York: P.P. Simmons, publisher, 1907), 7.
4
Benjamin Dey White, Gleanings in the History of Princess Anne County (1924), 6.
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The First “Pleasure House”
In 1634, Adam Thorowgood received a patent for 5,350 acres of land, which included areas
along the Chesopeian River.5 It was along the river that he built his wooden house. The region
reportedly reminded him of his birthplace in England near Kings Lynn, Norfolkshire that he
renamed the river and region “Lynnhaven.”6 The City of Norfolk, and the former Norfolk County,
garner their names from Thorowgood’s influence as well.
As Thorowgood’s increased interests in the area developed, he chose a point of land a short
distance away to build a more permanent and stately home as well as a church in the area now
called Church Point.7 In this vicinity was to be Lynnhaven Parish complete with church and
courthouse. At some point, perhaps as early as 1637, one
of the structures on the Thorowgood estate was converted,
or an entirely new structure built, as an ordinary or tavern.8
As the Lynnhaven Parish community grew, a business
catering to the visitors and locals alike made good sense.
Thorowgood died in 1640 leaving all his land and interests
to his wife Sarah.

Figure 2: 1637 map showing “structures”
south of Cape Henry and where Adam
Thorowgood would have built the
Pleasure House.

Adam Thorowgood never saw the construction on
his new home before his death. The house he envisioned
would be started by his great-grandson, Argall
Thorowgood, and finished around 1719 by Argall’s
widow Susannah.9 During this time, Sarah and the
Thorowgood children would have continued living in their
house along the Lynnhaven River with Sarah tending to
the crowds in the ordinary nearby. One of those
frequenting the ordinary was likely John Gookin,
originally from Nansemond County, and current
landowner just to the west of the Thorowgood holdings.
John Gookin became Sarah’s second husband in 1641.

John Gookin was involved in many business
ventures and his expansion of these ventures may have involved the ordinary. He operated a ferry
service across the Little Creek and Lynnhaven River and providing a further stop at the ordinary

5

W.G. Stanard, “Abstracts of Virginia Land Patents,” Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 2, No. 4
(April 1895): 416.
6
Adam Thorowgood Historic Highway Marker, KV-14.
7
District of Virginia: Historic American Building Survey, 1940 with Addendum 1983 and Addendum 2013,
Photographs, Written Historical and Descriptive Data, HABS No. VA 209/ 77-LYNHA.
8
W. Paul Treanor, “The Adam Thoroughgood House: The Truth about its Age: A Brief History of Lower Norfolk
County, Virginia,” The Chesopiean 40, (Spring 2002): 4-7
9
Thoroughgood House, Virginia Beach History Museums, https://www.museumsvb.org/museums/thoroughgoodhouse.
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made good business sense.10 While ferry service was originally envisioned to be a free service
managed and operated by the government, by 1645 the service was determined to be “very
burthensome” shifting back to private operation and individual enterprise displayed by
Thorowgood, Gookin, and later Francis Yeardley.11 Gookin owned a pinnace which was later
repaired and put into use by Francis Yeardley (who would became Sarah’s third husband after
Gookin’s death).12 A vessel such as this was useful on the Lynnhaven River for moving goods to
and from customers further inland on the waterways and out to ships at anchor in Lynnhaven Bay.
The anchorage in Lynnhaven Bay was an
ideal location for Gookin’s business. Often ships
arriving in the bay, destined for ports along many
of the rivers, were forced to stay at anchorage
due to a variety of factors ranging from contrary
winds, to quarantine, to need of a pilot. Supplies,
such as fresh water, fresh food, or even mail and
messages could still be obtained while at
anchorage. Even the pilot guiding ships in and
out of the harbor needed a place to stay while
waiting for the next ship to take upriver.

Figure 3: Typical 17th Century pinnace.

Colonial regulation on pilots gave Gookin the opportunity to capitalize on this aspect of
the maritime trade. Regulations, evolving over time, stated that “that every master of a merchant's
vessel coming from sea, shall be obliged to receive the pilot who first offers to conduct his
vessel.”13 While individual counties certified the pilots, they were largely a business based on
supply and demand. To make the “supply” of pilots available, the pilot had to be ready to engage
incoming maritime traffic for the service. One way was to be stationed in or near the Lynnhaven
Bay which offered easy access to vessels heading to Hampton Roads ports or even ports further
up the Chesapeake Bay. By catering to the needs of the Chesapeake Bay pilots, Gookin, and his
successors, could guarantee and steady source of income for the many services offered at the
ordinary.
There is often reference to a “John Gookins Landing Place” which may or may not have
been the common name before Pleasure House.14 Since Gookin owned land adjacent to the
Thorowgood holdings, that term may have been used to denote his original holdings rather than
the holding he acquired via marriage. Any reference to Adam Thorowgood’s holdings include the
word deceased (dec’d) to indicate the lands now held in trust to his children. Either way the

10

Court Minute, September 15, 1642, in Alice Granbery Walter, ed., Book “B” Lower Norfolk County, Virginia, 2
November 1646 – 15 January 1651/2, (Alice Granbery Walter, 1978), 113. (Hereafter Book “B”)
11
Act XII, November 22, 1645, William Waller Hening, ed., Statutes at Large; Being a Collection of all the Laws of
Virginia, Vol 1. (New York: R. & W. & G. Bartow, 1823), 348. (Hereafter Hening)
12
Court Minutes, December 16, 1647, Book “B”, 61. Thomas Todd was paid 300 pounds of tobacco for the work.
13
An act for Establishing Pilots, Chapter XI, May 28, 1755, Hening, Vol. 6, 490-91.
14
See Patent Book 2 in Nell Marion Nugent, ed., Cavaliers and Pioneers; Abstracts of Virginia Land Patents and
Grants, 1623-1800, Vol. 2 (Richmond, Press of the Dietz Print Co., 1934).
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business ventures of multiple families under single control created an economic powerhouse of
sorts in the area.
Aside from water, you could still obtain beer, wine, and liquor from the Pleasure House.
In 1645, Sarah had a “malt house” built that would enable a local source of ingredients for beer
for the ordinary. It may have been a convenient way to avoid the malt duty imposed in 1644 as
well. A malt house is generally a significant structure where barley is dried, soaked in water,
allowed to germinate, air dried on a wooden floor, then toasted to obtain its desired color for use
in brewing. Malting was a cumbersome process with an established, but laborious process. One
publication from the time advised: “be careful that you do not infuse it too much, which is
oftentimes done, which do flatten, dull, and wound the Spiritous qualities or sweet vertues, and
such Mault will yield but little Spirit or sweetness and the Drink made thereof will have an ill flat
taste, not brisk nor lively.”15 In a court hearing, Sarah (now married to Francis Yeardley) was
ordered to pay 600 pounds of tobacco and 3,000 plant to the estate of James Smyth for “covering
part of a howse and for finishing the Malt Howse and for other imployment.”16
The typical colonial tavern was a centerpiece of any community. It was where people
gathered to conduct business, catch up on the news, talk politics and philosophy, and just relax. 17
While destined to be a social center in colonial society, Sarah’s ordinary had something of a dark
side. In 1646, John Williams “doe receive twenty good lashes on his bare back in presence of this
Court for two frequenting the Company of Elizabeth Tappen late servant unto Mrs. Gookin
contrary to the tenor of a former order of this court.”18 There was even an investigation into
possible foul play in the death of Perregrine Bland. The testimony of Francis Yeardley stated that
Mr. Bland:
“being at the howse of Mrs. Sarah Gookin in Lynhaven, broke his fast at the table
in company with mee and others and fedd hartily and passed his tyme healthfully
and cheerfully and after breakfast, passed sometime with the companys in Divers
Discourses drinking in the Interim moderately a dram and a cupp of sack, till his
occasions calling him to goe with Mr. Eyres and Mr. Hall Chyrurgeon to the
Easterne Branch, he went to the Gate with mee and sd: depont: in serious discourse
when being at the gate I requested him to go againe till the heate of the dey was
over but could not psuade him and he p ferred to sitt down at the Gate till Mr. Eyres
came: but rose suddenly up again and againe and went on the waye whereupon I
returned in to call Mr. Eyres whoe went forthwith out after him desiring a man to
direct them to Little Creek myselfe remayning within sent a negro to them. The
next tydings I heard was that he was turned aside unto the barne fort and fallen
15

Thomas Tyron, “New Art of Brewing Beer, Ale, and other Sorts of Liquors, 1691,” in H. Stopes, Malt and Malting,
(London: F.W. Lyon, 1885), 20.
16
Court Minutes, December 15, 1647, Book “B”, 53.
17
See Sarah Hand Meacham, “Keeping the Trade: The Persistence of Tavernkeeping among Middling Women in
Colonial Virginia,” Early American Studies, Vol. 3, No. 1 (Spring 2005), 140-163, for an enlightening assessment of
the operations of Colonial Virginia Taverns owned or operated by women. The article is likely somewhat
characteristic of the operation of the Pleasure House under Sarah Thorowgood’s supervision.
18
Court Minutes, November 16, 1646, Book “B”, 7.
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asleepe, some three howers after Mr. Windham and Mr. Eyres brought me sad
tyding of his death in the Barne forts, I went to see him and found him lyeing on
his right side, his Arme under his head dead and purging at the mouth frothy
blood.”19
Robert Eyre and Edward Hall also provided depositions to corroborate Yeardley’s. 20 Peregrine
Bland’s death was ruled natural causes that “neyther any act of his owne nor anything done to him
Mr. Peregrine Bland by any other hath beene the cause or occasion of his soe strange and sudayne
death.”21
Sexual misconduct and mysterious deaths were not the only events that found the ordinary
under the scrutiny of the court. Sarah Thorowgood/Gookin/Yeardley herself was accused of
various mishandlings of the estate of Adam Thorowgood. On several occasions, she was ordered
to produce “a full and present accoumpt of whatsoever estate is in their hands or possession
belonging unto the children or Orphans in theire custody.”22 Perhaps the frequent visitation of
customers, particularly those entrusted to oversee specific portions of Adam’s will, gave them
cause to believe that everything was not well in Sarah’s household.23
Even attempts to acquire additional help for the house, ordinary, and the farmstead in
general had problems of their own. Sarah Yeardley, on a letter of credit, bought a male and female
servant from John Murrey for 4,000 pounds of tobacco. These may have been indentured servants
with Yeardley buying out their indentures. In any case, the female servant related that she was
“diseased” and that “Murrey had undone her for by him she had got that disease, which is the
poxe.”24

19

Deposition of Francis Yardley, June 12, 1647, Book “B”, 41.
Deposition of Robert Eyre and Deposition of Edward Hall, Book “B”, 41.
21
Coroner Report, June 12, 1647, Book “B”, 41.
22
Court Order, June 15, 1647, Book “B”, 40. Additional court appearances were ordered for July 13 and December
15, 1647.
23
Adam Thorowgood left Sarah as his executrix and left her “all the houses and the orchard with the plantation at
Lynnhaven.” He appointed Thomas Willoughby, Henry Seawell, his brother John Thorowgood and Sarah’s brother
Alexander Harris as overseers of his will. Will of Adam Thorowgood, transcribed in Florence Kimberly Turner,
Gateway to the New World: A History of Princess Anne County (Greenville, SC: Southern Historical Press, 1984), 3738.
24
Deposition of Richard Abrell, January 20, 1647/8, Book “B”, 62-63.
20
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Tavern Regulations
Operating an ordinary was potentially a profitable endeavor. Beer, wine, and spirits were
part of the everyday diet of the colonists and availability of a ready supply was desirable,
particularly when travelling, as the traveler then did not have to bring their own supply. As the
popularity of ordinaries and taverns grew across Virginia, the need to regulate their operation
became necessary, owing to the many abuses in the business, particularly price gouging and unfair
credit practices.
Legislation and regulation by the Houses of Burgesses came as early as 1638 requiring
licenses for operation. This was followed by price regulation for alcohol and spirits sold.25 A 1667
act stated “most persons haveing busines at general or county courts are soe exacted upon by the
excessive and exorbitant rates imposed by ordinary keepers on their dyet and drinke, that many
times terriſyed by the charge, they are forced either to desist from prosecuting their just claimes,
or ruyne themselves by the charge.”26 While price fixing was intended to prevent such excessive
charges (and debts) to the consumers, the price sets were constantly adjusted to reflect the
economic prosperity of the consumers. Increased wealth simply afforded the opportunity to drink
more. The death of Peregrine Bland, even if deemed due to natural causes, may have had drinking
as a contributing factor. As the colony expanded, Act XCVII, “Ordinary keepers how to sell,”
delegated the licensing authority to the individual counties where an ordinary might be
established.27
During the 1676 Bacon’s Rebellion, Nathaniel Bacon essentially outlawed ordinaries in
the county. With a couple of exceptions,
“all other ordinaries, ale houses and tipling houses whatsoever, in the country,
(except as before excepted) be utterly suppressed, and whosoever shall presume to
sell any sorte of drunke or liquor whatsoever by retail, under any colour, pretence,
dilusion or subtile evasion whatsoever to be drunke or spent in his or their house or
houses, or upon his or their plantation or plantations, from and after the tenth day
of September next, and be thereof lawfully convicted, shall pay to the informer for
each time hee shall soe offend.”28

25

Paton Yoder, “Tavern Regulation in Virginia: Rationale and Reality,” Virginia Magazine of History and Biography,
Vol. 87, No. 3 (July 1979), 260.
26
Act VII “An act for the rayting ordinarie keepers,” September 16, 1667, Hening, Vol. 2, 263.
27
Act of March 16, 1661/2, Hening, Vol 2, 112-113.
28
Bacon’s Laws, Act XVI, Hening, Vol 2, 361.
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The ordinary likely continued operating as normal being so far from the center of the conflict.
Following the restoration of the legitimate government under Governor William Berkeley,
sweeping changes were made to ordinary and tavern regulation. In “An act Regulating Ordinaries,
and the Prices of Liquors,” citing “the multiplicity of ordinaryes in this colony is found to be
pernicious and hurtfull to the inhabitants,” the number of ordinaries was limited to just two per
county.29 Limiting the number of ordinaries made their compliance with the laws easier but
additional parts of the same regulation made operating an ordinary difficult by further enforcing
existing laws with associated fines. The availability of lodging was again emphasized (at 3 pounds
tobacco per night) in addition to meals
with their own rates. Part of this was to
facilitate court proceedings, which were
often held in ordinaries and such
provisions would help serve the court
personnel during the proceedings,
which might last several days. Even
horses were to be provided with proper
feed and pasture (at six pounds of
tobacco for pasture, eight pounds of
tobacco for straw and hay). While all of
these amenities were now available to the
Figure 4: Rates for services at an ordinary - 1667.
patron for a fee, the prices were fixed by
the legislation.30
Such regulation may have seen the ordinary expanding to offer lodging, meals, and horse
care if they were not already available. It is likely that this ordinary, being one of few ordinaries
in the region, welcomed the addition of these service requirements as a means of gaining additional
profits.

29
30

Act of February 29, 1676/7, Hening, Vol. 2, 393-94.
Act of February 29, 1676/7, Hening, Vol. 2, 393-94..
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The Watering Place
Most of the new settlements and land grants in Lower Norfolk County were adjacent to
waterways. Without an extensive or reliable road system in the area, water was the preferred
means of transportation. For those living along the Lynnhaven River, the route from the homestead
to the sea could be long. At one point, the only thing separating the river from the Lynnhaven Bay
was a narrow spit of sand.
Reportedly, under the direction of Adam Keeling, who received land on the eastern bank
of the Lynnhaven River transferred from Adam Thorowgood, a small channel was dug through
the sand to connect the Lynnhaven Bay with the Lynnhaven River. This would allow for the small
fishing boats owned and operated by Adam Keeling to enter the Lynnhaven Bay without enduring
the additional two to three mile transit to the Little Creek entrance.31 This change in the
environment for convenience would have significant effects on the topography of the area.
The hurricane of 1667 had a devastating effect on the Virginia Colony. As Thomas
Ludwell, secretary to the Governor reported:
“on the 27th of August followed the most dreadful hurricane that ever this country
groaned under, it lasted 24 hours began at North East and went round northerly till
it came to WN'est and so on till it came to South East where it ceased it was
accompanied with a most violent rain but no thunder was the most Dismall tyme
that ever I know or heard off, for the wind and rain raised so confused a noise mixt
with the continual cracks of falling houses and the murmer of the waves
impetuously beaten against the shores and by that violence forced and as it were
crowded up into all Creekes Rivers and Bays to that prodigious height that it
hazarded the drowning of many people who lived not in sight of the Rivers yet were
then forced to climb to the top of their houses to keep themselves above water…the
nearest computation is at least 10000 houses blown down all the Indian Grain laid
flat upon the ground all the Tobacco in the fields torn to pieces and most of that
which was in the houses perished with them, the fences about the corn fields either
blown down or beaten to the ground by trees which fell upon them and before the
owners could re- pair them the hogs and cattle got in and in most places devoured
much of what the Storm had left.”32
Ludwell’s description is from his vantage in Jamestown, some 40 miles or so from the Pleasure
House as the crow flies. There is no description on how well the ordinary fared in the storm but
the proximity to the bay and the resulting storm surge undoubtedly caused considerable damage.
In the disaster, however, perhaps emerged one bright spot – the storm surge reportedly enlarged
the cut at Lynnhaven dug by Keeling and made the Lynnhaven Inlet a permanent feature. This

31

W. Paul Treanor, “The Chesapeake Shore,” The Chesopiean, 38 (2000): 7-14.
Thomas Ludwell to Lord Berkely of Strattion, November 4, 1667 in “Virginia in 1667-1669,” The Virginia
Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 19, No. 3 (July 1911): 250-254.
32
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gave ready access to the Lynnhaven Bay and additional, and more convenient, opportunities for
the various business activities at the ordinary.
At some point in the 18th century, nautical charts, in many languages, began referring to a
structure in the ordinary location as the “watering place.” Oxford defines “watering-place” as a
“watering hole or a spa or
seaside resort: people
would go to fashionable
watering places to drink
the
health-giving
33
water.” The term would
become synonymous with
resorts and taverns in the
19th century but in the 17th
and 18th century it was
simply a place to obtain
water. This designation fit
in well with the other
maritime
chandlery
businesses at or near the
Figure 5: Royal Navy chart showing the Watering Place.
ordinary.
The location of the ordinary made it a popular and well-known stop to merchant vessels,
military vessels, and perhaps even the unsavory element of the nautical trade – pirates. There are
popular myths of pirates making regular visits to the Pleasure House and even burying their loot
ashore in or around Lake Joyce.34 By the
height of piracy in the late 17th and early
18th centuries, the area of northern
Princess Anne County was sufficiently
settled so that there would be few, if any,
opportunities for pirates to operate along
the coast unseen. The likelihood of
burying treasure ashore is equally remote.
That does not stop the stories of notorious
pirates such as Blackbeard from being
connected to Princess Anne County.
There are, however, some possibilities to
explain the pirate lore at the Pleasure
House. One is that it never happened. The
other is that the owners of the ordinary
Figure 6: French Chart showing the Watering Place –
were working with the pirates.
“Aiguade”.
33
34

Angus Stevenson, ed., Oxford Dictionary of English, 3rd ed. (Oxford University Press, 2015).
Tamy Kay Thompson, Curiosities of Hampton Roads (Charleston, SC: History Press, 2015), 19.
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The latter theory is plausible, but not probable as we shall see. Pirates could obtain needed
supplies and water from the ordinary (and the “watering hole”). The ordinary owners could
provide information and intelligence on law enforcement initiatives and movements of the Royal
Navy ships fighting the pirate menace. The pirates would pay handsomely for such information
and the ordinary owners were likely not choosey on how they made their income. The one shortfall
of this theory is that the owner of the ordinary in the year 1700, Adam Thorowgood was sheriff of
Princess Anne County and was actively involved in the counter-piracy effort.
Pirate stories in Princess Anne County undoubtedly originate from the encounter between
the pirate brig La Paix (The Peace) commanded by notorious pirate Louis Guittar and the HMS
Shoreham commanded by Captain William Passenger. Guittar had been wreaking destruction
across the mid-Atlantic area. La Paix was a large, fast ship of 200 tons and 20 guns that was
captured by Guittar in the Caribbean.35 While en route from the West Indies, Guittar began a chase
after the pink Baltimore. During the chase he came across the ship Pennsylvania Merchant.
Fearing the vessel would warn authorities of the pirate activity, Guittar had the ship burned. He
eventually captured the Baltimore and just off the entrance to the Chesapeake Bay captured the
Indian King and the Nicholson as well.36 La Paix then proceeded into the Chesapeake Bay and
anchored in Lynnhaven Bay. It was here that the La Paix captured the attention of the ordinary
when a group of unexpected visitors arrived.
“This Day 7 men which had been taken by a Pirate in a Pink without any great
Guns, only small Armes, and very litle Ammunition, came on shore and informed
us this News, which we thought convenient to Inform you, that you may act
according as the Necessity requires. Also Adam Hayes, a man who lives on the Sea
side, Informes us, he Yesterday saw a Pink and Brigantine rideing at Anchor in
sight of his house, 8 or 10 miles to the soward of Cape Henry. The Brigantine he
suppose came out of the Capes. about 3 of the Clock in the afternoon he saw a boat
goe from on board the Brigantine, to the Pink, after that two boats were Passing and
repassing from one vessel to the other till near night, at which time the Pink weighed
and stood of to sea. the Brigantine remained there till within Night, but this morning
Neither of them to be seen. The abovesaid 7 men informed us the Pink which took
them hath but 16 men which belonged to the Pyrate and 9 Prisoners. they say she
belonged (before taken) to Biddeford and is an Extraordinary good sailer. they also
tell us they were put into a Boat and turned a Drift, they think because they were to
many to be kept on board, being then 16 men Prisoners, and now as abovesaid but
9. likewise on tuesday last they tooke a Bristol man and Cut down their Masts and
Boltspritte and left them as a wreck in the sea, as also another they tooke and Cut a
hole in her bottom and let her sink in the sea, and that they were Ordered by the

35

Deposition of William Woolgar and Others, June 11, 1700, in John Franklin Jameson, Privateering and Piracy in
the Colonial Period: Illustrative Documents, (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1923), 272.
36
Phillip Alexander Bruce, Institutional History of Virginia in the Seventeenth Century, Vol. 2 (New York: G. P.
Putnam’s Sons, 1910), 219-226.
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Pyrate You took last munday 3 to Cruise in the Lattitude of the Capes till they came
out to them. Sir, this is all we think material at present to be Informed you by.”37
Captain William Passenger, the recipient of the letter, was captain of the HMS Shoreham, the
guard vessel on station in Hampton Roads. Shoreham had recently arrived to replace the HMS
Essex Prize which was preparing to lead a convoy back to England. Lieutenant Governor Francis
Nicholson, upon hearing of the pirates in Lynnhaven Bay, gave Passenger his orders:
“If you conceive it proper, You may send the Prize which you have taken either to
take, sinke, or burn the Pink on board which are the Pyrates. In Order thereunto
You may Put what men and Guns on board, You think Necessary. I hope you have
secured for his Maj'tes Service the sea men whicb belong to Capt. Harrison, etc.,
and you will do the like by those, which Mr. Thorowgood sayes come on shore.
And for so Doeing these things, this shall be your sufficient Warrant and Authority.
given under my hand the Day and Year above written.”38
The official account of the encounter with the pirates was from Captain Passenger. Following
Governor Nicholson’s orders, passenger:
“set sail, and the wind being contrary and night coming on, anchored about three
leagues short of the pirate… At four next morning I came within half a mile of the
pirate. He got under sail, with a design to get to windward and board us, and said
"This is but a small fellow, we shall have him presently." I guessed his intention
and kept to windward, fires one shot at him, he immediately hoists a Jack, ensign,
with a broad pendent all red, and returned me thanks. So then the dispute began and
continued till three in the afternoon, the major part of which time within pistol shot
of one another. It was a fine top gallant gale of wind, and I sailing something better
than the pirate, so that he could not get the wind of me to lay me on board, which
was his design. After we had shot all his masts and rigging to shatters, unmounted
several guns and hull almost beaten to pieces, and being very near the shore, he put
his helm a-lee, so the ship came about, but he having no braces, bowlines nor sheets
to haul his sails about, and we playing small shot and partrige so fast that all his
men run into the hold, so the ship drove on shore with all her shattered sails aback.
I let go my anchor in three fathoms of water, so he struck his ensign. I left off firing.
They had laid a train to thirty barrels of powder and threatened to blow the ship up,
so the English prisoners, that were on board, interceded for one to swim on board
of me to acquaint me of his design and desire they might have some promise of
quarter, otherwise those resolute fellows would certainly blow up the ship.”39
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Governor Nicholson being on board the Shoreham granted quarter to those surrendering in order
to prevent any casualties among the captured merchant crews. Some of the captured pirates were
placed in the custody of the Princess Anne County sheriff, Major John Thorowgood. Three of the
pirates promptly escaped and somehow made it across the Chesapeake Bay before being
recaptured about a month later. The Council of Virginia “resolved to reward the inhabitants of
Accomack County who seized the condemned pirates John Hoogling, Cornelius Franc, and
François Delaunee, who had escaped from the Custody of Major John Thorowgood, late Sherif of
Princess Anne County.”40
As part of the response to the La Paix threat, local militia mustered as available with the
ordinary becoming the center of operations from ashore.
“Commanders in Chief of the Militia in the Counties of Elizabeth City, Norfolk,
Princess Ann, Accomack and Northampton, ordered to provide look-outs along the
coast to give notice and alarm of pirates to them, and by express to His Excellency,
and, if possible, to Capt. Passenger. The officers and inhabitants of Princess Ann
County commended for their zeal in this matter. Major Thorowgood ordered to
provide a boat and hands to be ready for communication with Capt. Passenger. 10l.
reward offered for the apprehension or killing of any pirate.”41
While the La Paix threat under Louis Guittar was eradicated, vigilance along the coasts
continued against any further pirate threat. The Council of Virginia surmised:
“Upon a serious consideration that our coasts are often and frequently infested with
pirates, and in that respect this country being, as it were, in a continual state of war,
the inhabitants being very remote and not without great difficulty to be got upon a
sudden alarm, and if continually kept in arms or on board, it will be the utter ruin
of their crops and His Majesty's interest thereby much prejudiced ; and further
considering that Capt. Passenger in his late engagement had not men enough to
handle the sails and man the guns, which he hath been several times desired by the
Council to communicate to the Admiralty, but the same is not yet done, this Council
do hereby humbly submit the same to their Lordships’ consideration, and that the
highest complement of men may be allowed to Capt. Passenger, with a small vessel
to attend him, that he may be thereby the better enabled to secure these coasts from
infesting pirates.”42
This included beach patrols of local militia personnel on the lookout for any suspicious activity.
Despite the patrols, rumors abound of pirate treasure buried in and around Princess Anne County.
One of the most interesting stories is of the treasure buried at White Hill, which is within First
Landing State Park. White Hill is next to Broad Bay, meaning if there is pirate treasure buried
there, the pirates would either have had to land on the Atlantic Ocean shore and cross overland or
enter the Chesapeake Bay and sail (most likely in a small boat) into Lynnhaven Bay to Broad Bay
40
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to find a burial site. The efforts to locate the treasure are detailed in “The Elusive Treasure of
White Hill,” a chapter of The Outer Limits of Edgar Cayce’s Power: The Cases that Baffled the
Legendary Psychic.43

Figure 7: Topographic Map showing White Hill
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Impressions of the “Pleasure House”
Regardless of whether the Pleasure House was an ordinary, tavern, inn, chandler, or other
business venture there was one thing for certain – it acquired an interesting character all its own.
Several accounts, both of the Pleasure House itself and of other ordinaries and taverns in Virginia,
provide a very clear view of what the establishment was like.
In 1751, the Virginia Gazette published a “Letter lately sent by a Clergyman to the King's
Attorney of that County wherein he resides, with Relation to Ordinaries.” Neither the clergyman
nor the county are named but based on other characterizations; this could very well describe the
Pleasure House:
“IT being reported, That Application is intended shortly to be made to the Court of
this County, for a Licence to open a new Ordinary in this Parish, I make it my
earnest Request to you, as King's Attorney, to oppose the Motion. And this I am
mov'd to do, as it is notorious, that Ordinaries are now, in a great Measure, perverted
from their original Intention and proper Use; viz. the Reception, Accommodation
and Refreshment of the weary and benighted Traveller; (which Ends they least
serve or answer) and are become the common Receptacle, and Rendezvous of the
very Dreggs of the People; even of the most lazy and dissolute that are to be found
in their respective Neighbourhoods, where not only Time and Money are, vainly
and unprofitably, squandered away, but (what is yet worse) where prohibited and
unlawful Games, Sports, and Pastimes are used, followed, and practised, almost
without any intermission; namely Cards, Dice, Horse-racing, and Cock-fighting,
together with Vices and Enormities of every other Kind, and where (their
inseparable Companions, or Concomitants) Drunkenness, Swearing, Cursing,
Perjury, Blasphemy, Cheating, Lying, and Fighting, are not only tolerated, (or
conniv'd at) but permitted with Impunity; nay, abound to the greatest Excess; reign
arbitrary and free from the least Controul; just as if every one of the Guests were
of Opinion that those Houses, and the Yards adjoining thereto, were enfranchised
with unlimited Privileges; and neither subject to the Laws of Man, nor yet to the
Inspection and Authority of God himself…I therefore… make it my humble
Petition to you, to use your utmost Interest with the worshipful Court of this
County, that no more Ordinaries may be licensed therein; at least within those
Precincts where the Interest of Religion (to which they are diametrically opposite)
is lodged in the unworthy Hands of”44
Lieutenant Thomas Anburey, a British Army officer captured at the Battle of Saratoga,
provided an account of his experience with a Virginia ordinary while en route to Charlottesville as
a prisoner of war. Several of the numerous stops during the journey were at taverns or inns where
he was able to develop a generalized assessment of his experience.
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"Having several times mentioned an ordinary, it may not seem amiss to acquaint
you, that out of the principal towns, all taverns and public houses are, in Virginia,
called ordinaries, and saith not improperly in general; they consist of a little house
placed in a solitary Situation, in the middle of the woods, and the usual mode of
describing the roads, is from such an ordinary to such a one, so many miles; the
entertainment you meet with is very poor indeed, seldom able to procure any other
fare than eggs and bacon, with Indian hoe cake, and at many of them not even that;
the only liquors are peach brandy and whiskey. For this miserable fare they are not
remiss in making pretty exorbitant charges; but I am not surprized that
accommodations for travellers is so bad, as I am informed, before the war, the
hospitality of the country was such, that travellers always stopt at a plantation when
they wanted to refresh themselves and their horses, where they always met with the
most courteous treatment, and were supplied with every thing gratuitously; and if
any neighboring planters heard of any gentleman being at one of these ordinaries,
they would send a negroe with an invitation to their own house."45
Surveyor William Tatham was very familiar with the Pleasure House having frequented
the establishment as part of his survey of the Chesapeake Bay coastline. Before the war of 1812,
Tatham provided Governor James Barbour with his assessment of possible defenses in the Princess
Anne County area including the Pleasure House. Tatham stated, “I am aware that your
Excellency's eye has been fixed on this pleasure house, a place which has not one requisite of a
military station for troops on this bay, or one point of military security in itself beyond a chance to
run away. It is a suitable lounge for Gamblers, tipplers, and those gentry of pleasure who love
idleness, lack of discipline, and temporary convenience in preference to their Country's Safety.”46
The Pleasure House would become a post of military value, despite Tatham’s assessment
and its role in the war will be covered in more detail later. It became the temporary home of
William George, a soldier from Goochland County. George’s unit patrolled the surrounding
coastline from the Pleasure House. Here he describes his accommodations to his wife Alice
George:
“Pleasure House, August 22nd , 1813
Pleasure House, which is about 12 miles below the City of Norfolk and it is call the
house of pleasure but I should and I will give it the name of Trouble and
disagreeableness for it is a place where there was a regiment of soldiers but a little
time ago and they have left behind them both fleas and lice which to me both
disagreeable and camp companions which I have no love for nor esteem and it was
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the dirtiests house that I ever have seen in my life and I have to stay here about 8
days more…”47
The reputation of inns, taverns and ordinaries in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, particularly
those away from large population centers, such as the Pleasure House, were consistent. They were
seedy dens of iniquity, but at the same time necessary services for the area.
The Pleasure House was not the only ordinary in Princess Anne County. Anthony Walke
advertised for “a sober Person, of good Capacity, to keep an Ordinary at Princess-Anne Courthouse.”48 Walke was one of the justices at the time with the courthouse located adjacent to the
current site of the Ferry Plantation House, the site of Walke’s home.49 Is was not uncommon to
have drink available during court sessions, or to even hold court in an ordinary or tavern if a regular
courthouse was not available.
Despite any negativity of the character of the Pleasure House, it was as well-known to those
in the region – almost a reference landmark. The sale of the estate of the late Robert Ballard
advertised “One hundred and fifty-eight ACRES of choice LAND, lying and being within about a
mile’s distance from the pleasure house, near the mouth of Lynhaven river, in the said county of
Princess Anne.”50 In what may be typical for a wealthier homestead in the vicinity at the time,
Ballard’s estate had “a two story brick house, a kitchen with a brick chimney, a large barn and
stable with other convenient buildings.”51
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The Revolutionary War
As the Virginia Colony mobilized for the American Revolution and set upon the path to
independence, the Virginia Committee of Safety stationed militia patrol along the coast. The
patrols were to protect against British incursions, prevent supplies from reaching the British, and
prevent slaves from escaping or fleeing to the British side based on the promise made through
Lord Dunmore’s November 9, 1775 proclamation issued at Kemp’s Landing.52 Colonel William
Woodford’s May 2, 1776 letter to Major General Charles Lee indicated he had stationed “from the
Pleasure House on the Bay side to the Sea Board 100 militia.” The troops were under the command
of Colonel Eppes who reported “many slaves had run off; but hope when these different partys
come to be subdivided they will effectually put a stop to their escaping.”53
Based on Woodford’s letter, it appears that the Pleasure House was used to both house
troops and act as the headquarters for that section of patrol. A road from the Pleasure House ran
direct to Kemp’s Landing which made communication convenient and relatively secure. During
this time the Pleasure House was under the ownership of Major William Thorowgood.
Most of the Revolutionary War seemingly bypassed Virginia. The events of 1775 leading
to the expulsion of British colonial rule and many residents loyal to the crown, referred to as
Loyalists, changed the character of the county. For most of the war, the threat to the residents
came from the sea. The Royal Navy retained a blockade in the bay, and although not continuous,
was sufficient to affect trade and commerce in the region.

Figure 8: Plan of Princess Anne County in 1780.

William Thorowgood had a front row seat to the action on the bay. He could easily observe
ships entering and leaving the bay and hear the fights in the bay between the Royal Navy, merchant
vessels, privateers, and even vessels of the Virginia Navy. Having a front row seat did not always
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result in an enviable position. The Pleasure House was a fixture on the official navigation charts
used by the Royal Navy where it was called the Watering Place. As such, it was one of the first
targets for British “visitation” when they entered the bay.
In 1777, for example, an unnamed schooner entering the bay had run aground on Cape
Henry trying to evade both the pinnace and armed cutter of the HMS Solebay on blockade duty.
The crews of the pinnace and cutter went ashore to attempt to free the vessel to effect a capture or
destroy it. The pinnace was “Stove to pieces in attempting to get her out of the Surf after having
destroy’d the Schooner.”54 The pinnace crew of a lieutenant, three petty officers, and 15 men were
stranded at Cape Henry and surrendered to the Princess Anne Militia. In an interesting twist,
reported in the Virginia Gazette: “Last week the Emerald man of war took two Gentlemen as they
were crossing the bay from the Eastern Shore to Princess Anne. They have been since indulged
with a parole for fourteen days, to try to get exchanged for two officers of the Solebay frigate, that
were lately taken by a party of the Princess Anne militia. These Gentlemen inform, that the Captain
of the Emerald declared he would detain every person he took, unless they are exchanged upon
the above terms.”55 The British were apparently desperate to recover their crew. In their crossing
of the Chesapeake Bay the two gentlemen from the Eastern Shore would have headed for the
calmer waters inside of Lynnhaven Inlet. Perhaps their ultimate destination was the Pleasure
House.
In mid-1777, Josiah Phillips, characterized as a Tory laborer from Lynnhaven Parish in
Princess Anne County, began a series of terror raids across southeastern Virginia, including
Princess Anne County, primarily against known Patriots. Phillips and his band of ruffians
managed to escape capture by law enforcement for many months.56 It is not unreasonable to
believe, based on Phillips area of residence, that he frequented the Pleasure House – perhaps even
planning his activities over a few drinks. A Bill of Attainder was issued in 1778 so that “It shall
be lawful for any person with or without orders, to pursue and slay the said Josiah Philips
Philips.”57 Phillips was captured (alive) by a group led by militia Captain Amos Weeks of Princess
Anne County. The Virginia Gazette reported Phillips’ execution as November 23, 1778.58
The May 1779 raids of the Chesapeake Bay region under the command of Sir George
Collier were designed to be nothing more than harassment of the Virginia residents. The threeweek operation captured several vessels and various weapons and destroyed numerous stockpiles
of supplies destined for the Continental Army while severely disrupting trade in the region.59 An
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interesting side note from this operation was the capture of several prominent Princess Anne
County residents used to effect the exchange of certain Loyalists held by the Patriots. Captured
were Charles Williamson and John Smith, both residents in the Eastern Branch district. When
Williamson applied for parole, he was informed that “Neither of the Above Named Gentlemen
[Williamson and Smith] would be Exchanged or Liberated until a Colonel Elligood in Virginia,
should Either be sent into the British lines, Set at Liberty in Virginia, or some treaty Concluded
Respecting him.”60 The person being held by the Patriots, since 1776, was Jacob Ellegood, a
wealthy Princess Anne County landowner and Loyalist who was paroled in 1781 and eventually
made his way to New Brunswick after the war.61
In October of 1780, Major General Alexander Leslie arrived in Virginia for the express
purpose of fortifying Portsmouth as a place to launch attacks into North Carolina, supporting
General Cornwallis and his operations in the Carolinas.62 The Leslie operation hit a little too close
to home for the operator of the Pleasure House. A report to the governor of North Carolina, Aber
Nash stated:
“I have certain intelligence from Virginia that last Sunday evening the Enemy
landed at Portsmouth to the amount of one Thousand men & upwards. They came
in sixty Sail of Vessels. It seems their intention is to march through this State to
form a junction with Lord Cornwallis. They sent in two hundred men into Princess
Ann County, and plundered it totally and drove in the Cattle. They took Mr.
Thorrowgood & Mr. Wake, [Walke?] with several other valuable citizens, and
carried them on Board the Fleet, to send them, as is supposed, to some other
Country to be tried.”63
It is not clear which Thorowgood or which Walke were taken prisoner but taking such prominent
figures in the community may have been specific bargaining chips to gain the release or exchange
of other British prisoners or even to force subservience of the local population. Leslie’s visit was
short lived being ordered south to reinforce Cornwallis in South Carolina. Leslie effected a hasty
retreat from Portsmouth leaving the fortifications intact, and embarking on the ships destined for
Charleston. As detailed in the Order Book: “The Fleet got under Way & Stood down the Bay for
Sea, Nothing transpired during our Anchorage in the Bay except the Enemy's taking the Delight,
Barge & Crewe afterwards exchanged & Shewing themselves in Small Nrs on the Princess Ann
Shore.”64 There was likely a celebration at the Pleasure House during the British departure.
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Under “New” Management
After the war, with the security situation in the region becoming more stable and the focus
back to economic and business ventures, the Pleasure House took on a more prominent role. The
1780 will of William Thorowgood, Jr., left all of his land holdings to his wife Elizabeth Nimmo
Thorowgood, which included one structure and five other buildings, however, it did not
specifically mention the Pleasure House or an ordinary by name.65 Elizabeth married John
Ghiselin and by virtue of marriage he assumed control of the Pleasure House. Elizabeth’s lawyer,
her brother William Nimmo, made sure that the property would remain within her family.
Ghiselin was in debt to many individuals from his business ventures near Kemp’s Landing
and Elizabeth’s lawyer brothers made sure that Ghiselin did not attempt to use her property as
collateral toward this debt. In an indenture dated August 4, 1794, Ghiselin listed his other debts
and attested that neither he nor his estate or administrators “will not at any time during the life of
the said Elizabeth Ghiselin his wife nor after her death claim any sum or sums of money.”66
Ghiselin was already operating the Pleasure House as a business venture and profits from
the business were to go toward his debts. This arrangement guaranteed the Pleasure House, and
all associated property of the late Thomas Thorowgood, Jr., would ultimately be passed to the
Nimmo family.

Figure 9: Advertisement for the Pleasure House.
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To ensure further the satisfactory payment of his existing debts, Ghiselin sold his
property holdings in Kempsville. As the advertisement indicated, his Kempsville properties
were ideal for a “Merchant or Tavern Keeper.”67

Figure 10: Advertisement of the sale of Ghiselin's properties
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The War of 1812
While the Pleasure House was busy serving its usual customers, the war between Napoleon
and just about every other country in Europe was showing its effects right here in the Chesapeake
Bay. British dominance on the high seas required a large number of ships and an even larger
number of crew to man them. The process of impressment, stopping merchant vessels on the high
seas and removing British citizens to serve on the Royal Navy ship began to spill over into
American territorial waters. The Lynnhaven Bay became a favorite spot for the Royal Navy to
just sit and wait for its prey to sail by.
The violation of American territorial sovereignty came to a critical point in 1807 when five
deserters from the HMS Melampus stole the ship’s boat and made their way to Norfolk. Three of
the deserters signed on as ship’s crew for the USS Chesapeake. As the Chesapeake made its way
out to sea, the HMS Leopard, at anchor in Lynnhaven Bay, followed the Chesapeake, demanded
she stop, and released a broadside on the American frigate. The Leopard boarding team removed
the suspected deserters. The incident brought the United States and Great Britain to the brink of
war.68
Immediately following the incident, the Virginia militia were called to patrol the area
around Lynnhaven Bay to prevent the British from landing for water, supplies, or even other
nefarious purposes. One company from Dinwiddie County contained a corporal by the name of
Winfield Scott. Scott, who in a few years would distinguish himself in the War of 1812, become
the hero of the Mexican-American war, and would devise the initial plan against the confederacy
in the Civil War, would find himself potentially embroiled in another controversy.
While patrolling the shoreline, Scott and his patrol came upon a British boat that had
entered the Lynnhaven Inlet but was unable to pass back through the inlet due to the falling tide.
Captured were two Midshipmen (by the names of Evans and Fox) and the boat crew of six sailors69.
The “prisoners” were marched to the headquarters of the “corps of observation,” which may have
been near or at the Pleasure House. Although British incursion following the incident subsided
for a short time, there appeared to be some local Princess Anne County residents still willing to
conduct business with the British. When a 74-gun ship and two frigates anchored in Lynnhaven
Bay in November of 1807, it was reported that “an inhabitant in the neighborhood of the PleasureHouse (whose name we do not at present wish to mention) has had the temerity of supplying them
with some necessities.”70
The clouds of war only cleared for a short time. By 1812, violations of American shipping
on the high seas continued and as the threat of war loomed once again, the state of Virginia began
to look at how to defend the state. Governor James Barbour made a tour of the coastal areas of
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the state with a view to their potential defense. In his report he identified “It seems to be believed
that a debarkation of troops could be effected only at the pleasure house, The Quarantine House,
or at Lambert's Point landing. At either of the former places would produce a circuity, and of
course a march favorable to the defence of Norfolk.”71 The Pleasure House was cited specifically
for its proximity to the protected anchorage at Lynnhaven Bay and the road that connected it to
Norfolk via Kempville and the New Town. While no troop concentration was to be located there,
the location still had significant military value.
Not everyone agreed, though, with the value in the Pleasure House. Surveyor William
Tatham believed that Crump’s Hill, on the western side of the Lynnhaven Inlet was a more suitable
location for any type of defense. As Tatham described “it is only at high water that an enemy’s
boat could come in at the inlet, and then greatly exposed to a battery.” Tatham’s disdain for the
Pleasure House was already mentioned but he did see value “in time of war if it serves as a
refreshing place for our horse patroll and the grand rounds, it will be the best aid we can derive
from a place which can only receive its military telegraphic importance from lukewarmness or an
ignorance of the surrounding neighborhood.”72
War finally reached Princess Anne County on February 4, 1813 when Colonel William
Sharp reported to the Governor:
“This day between one and two o'clock a British squadron of two line of Battle
Ships (74s), three frigates and a tender appeared in the Bay opposite the pleasure
House, and after maneuvering some time anchored in Lyn Haven Bay late in the
afternoon, where they now remain. They sent boats as high up as Willoughby point,
which were recalled by a gun from the Admiral's ship. They brought to a pilot boat
and took pilots from Her. At half-past 3 o'clock I received positive evidence of
these facts, and immediately placed the 54th Regiment underarms.”73
Before the militia could muster and be sent to their defensive positions along the coastal areas, the
British began their operations in the area.
“There was to-day a boat load of prisoners sent on shore from the British Squadron.
Among the prisoners is Capt. Walter Colter, who gives us the information that Sir
John B. Warren intends, as soon as possible, to land a large force for the purpose
of procuring water, &c, and calculates on being opposed. The Boats will be armed
with cannonades to cover the landing.
It was the intention of the British Admiral yesterday to have gone as high as Norfolk
for the purpose of plunder, &c, had not the wind died away. There is no men here,
but I am endeavoring to place the shore in a state of defence.”74
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The Pleasure House quickly proved the value of its position for both the Americans and the British.
In addition to a convenient place for the British to land prisoners, it was the ideal location to keep
an eye on the British movements in and out of the Chesapeake Bay. Numerous reports, originating
from the Pleasure House kept the military leadership in Norfolk apprised of the happenings in the
bay:
- July 12, 1813: “9 ships, a Brig, and several Tenders were out of Sight at sunset last evening
standing up the Bay. There remains now in Lynhaven Bay only 1 ship of the Line, 2 frigates, and
3 Tenders.” 75
- August 24, 1813: “Seven British deserters came up last evening, they escaped from the watering
place near Cape Henry.76”
- August 16, 1814: “in Lynnhaven Bay, 1 74, one un-armed brig, one sloop and two tenders; 1
o’clock, P.M. – Another express from the Pleasure House – The fleet have all come in the Capes,
and gone up the Bay.”77
- October 14, 1814: “7 o’clock, A.M. The enemy’s force this morning in Lynhaven Bay, is 30 sail,
all under way standing to sea with a light breeze from the West, except two frigates which are at
anchor.”78
- November 20, 1814: “One frigate and one tender at anchor. A tender beating up apparently for
Black River. These comprise the entire force at present in Lynnhaven bay.”79
- November 21, 1814: “7 A.M. One frigate at anchor. Two tenders under sail standing up, the
wind ahead. No other vessel to be seen.”80
- January 31, 1815: “Sunrise. There are three frigates and one schooner at anchor in Lynhaven –
Nothing else in sight.”
- January 31, 1815: “Sunset. There are none of the enemy’s vessels in sight this evening in
Lynhaven bay – I presume they have slipt their cables and put to sea.”
- February 1, 1815: “Sunrise. There is no vessel in view this morning.”81
The use of the Pleasure House as a military lookout post began almost immediately after
the British arrival. As the militia were called up for defense of the area some of the forces
assembled at the Pleasure House. Colonel William Sharp reported:
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“I go to-day to the Bay Shore (Pleasure House), where between two and three
hundred men of the 20th Regiment are assembled in arms to make arrangements
with Col. Robinson for co-operation, and to establish communications. Col.
Robinson yesterday drew from the Contractor, for the United States, rations for four
hundred men for eight days, and to-day will receive from Major Nestell twenty
Tents.”82
Based on the need for tents, ammunition, and other supplies, it appeared that the militia were intent
on holding the Pleasure House area. They did not have to wait long before seeing action:
“To day we have had two brushes with the boats belonging to the blockading
squadron. They attempted to land near the Pleasure House. We succeeded each
time in beating them off, without loss on our side. Some of their people desert from
them almost every day, who are regularly taken by our guards.”83
The presence of an American military post so close to the British anchorage cause the
British to take certain actions. Following the capture of a British barge, “they sent a tender close
in shore on Saturday last and opened fire on the Pleasure-House. They were within a mile of the
building, but as they fired with their usual accuracy, their balls passed over and under, and on each
side of it without doing any injury.”84 The militia even had a role in the ongoing capture, or rescue,
of ships on the bay:
“On Wednesday morning last a schr. Was discovered to be on shore near the
Pleasure-House, by the guard stationed there, and on boarding her she was found
to be the Friends, capt. Herbert, of this port, from Port-au Prince (which place, as
appeared from her log book, she left the 12th of December) laden with coffee.
There was not a soul on board, but all he tackle, furniture and papers remained,
except an anchor and cable which were missing. Hence it is presumed, that the
enemy had captured her in the night, taken out the crew, and left her at anchor for
the night, and that she parted her cable and drifted ashore. The cargo has been all
taken ashore though much damaged.”85
While the Pleasure House played a significant role in the defense of the Hampton Roads
area, the military nature of the place was becoming an irritant to the British in the Lynnhaven Bay.
In order to keep their fleet movements a surprise as much as possible, the British decided to
eliminate this particular military facility. On September 21, 1813, the British landed with the
intention of burning the Pleasure House. As a local correspondent reported:
“The enemy.-On Tuesday night about 12 o’clock, a party of British troop, supposed
to be from 100 to 150 in number, came ashore, marched across to the PleasureHouse, and attacked the guard stationed there, which from the smallness of its
number, was compelled to retreat. The enemy having obtained quiet posession of
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that old and respectable building, immediately set it on fire, and, after waiting until
it was nearly consumed, retired to their boats without committing any further
depredations.
The force which was stationed at this post, though small, was considered to be quite
sufficient. The whole did not consist of more than 40 men, a few of whom were
troopers, the rest, a part of Capt. Lawson’s infantry company.
It appears that the enemy were guided by some person who was very well
acquainted with the country, as his advance towards the house was extremely
judicious, and rendered a retreat on our part very difficult; While one party
proceeded along the shore in the rear of the house, another took a course through
the field which led them to the lane in front. – The centinels gave the alarm, and
Capt. Lawson roused his few companions and formed them in order of battle, but
it was impossible for him to make a stand, the enemy pressing upon him is solid
columns at two different points, threatening to overwhelm him by dint of numerical
force, resistence was vain, and duty, as well as prudence, made it necessary for him
to retreat. Of the detachment under Captain Lawson, only 27 were fit for duty: the
troopers, as they could not prepare themselves in time, were unable to render any
assistance – two of them had their horses killed under them. We lost 6 men, viz. 3
troopers and 3 infantry, who mistaking the enemy for their own party, went in
among them and were taken prisoners. There were none kkilled or wounded on
either side.
It cannot with justice be said that the post was surprised: Capt. Lawson had posted
his centinels, the alarm was regularly communicated, and the troops, with a few
exceptions, turned out and formed in due time. The only misfortune is, that the
enemy was too strong. It is incorrectly stated in the Ledger, that the enemy were
only 40 in number-Indeed, is it likely that he would venture to land and attack a
guarded position with only forty men?”86
While this account certainly shows the militia were overwhelmed, it does raise a interesting
question - why only 27 of the 40 were fit for duty? Perhaps the reputation of the Pleasure House
getting the best of the troops. The “correspondent” in this case might actually be Captain Lawson
himself using the newspaper to vindicate himself from any potential criticism over the action. The
prisoners were reportedly taken to Bermuda.87
Despite the loss of the Pleasure House, the militia maintained their position at the site
throughout the remainder of the war, keeping an ever-vigilant eye on British movements on the
Chesapeake Bay.
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After the War
The war ended in 1815 following the ratification of the Treaty of Ghent. The Pleasure
House was no more in physical structure but not in spirit. By this time, the name Pleasure House
had become commonplace in the area vernacular. The road connecting it to Kempsville was called
“to the Pleasure House” and today takes the name Pleasure House Road. The former branch of
the Lynnhaven River connecting to the Little Creek was now significantly silted over and created
numerous lakes in the vicinity. The eastern portion near the Lynnhaven Inlet is called Pleasure
House Creek. Even the point of land close to the entrance to Little Creek took on the name Pleasure
House Point with the beach between it and Lynnhaven Inlet taking the name Pleasure House
Beach.
The Pleasure House, however, lived on in war claims proceedings. After William Nimmo
died, his heirs continued to pursue compensation for the loss of their business, which, in essence
was taken by the military for military purposes. A claim was submitted in 1818 and based on the
testimony of Brigadier General Robert Taylor, who commanded all the American troops in the
Hampton Roads area, the “dwelling house (called the Pleasure House) and other buildings of the
petitioner, were occupied by his order, and that this station was regarded as one of the most
important outposts of the army.”88 While $500 was considered for compensation, the claim
lingered in debate until 1824. The point of contention was whether it was “at the time of its
destruction, occupied by American troops, placed in it by authority of the commanding officer on
the station, and destroyed, in immediate consequence of such occupation, or was destroyed from
mere wantonness on the part of the enemy.”89 Compensation was ultimately awarded to the
Nimmo heirs.
While the loss of the Pleasure House was deemed a war loss and compensated as such, the
debate saw a parallel in another claim – the British burning of Buffalo, New York in December
1813. In that case, several homes were forcibly occupied by the local forces which were burned
by the British because they acted as a barracks. The issue here was whether occupation by the
troops considered permanent or were the troops just staying there in a transient capacity.
Ultimately, the ongoing nature of military activities at the Pleasure House gave it a “permanent”
character and was awarded where the claim from Buffalo was not.90
Before the debate on war claims was even settled, others took the opportunity to fill the
absence of the Pleasure House with their own bayside leisure establishment. John Wilson
advertised his Willoughby’s Point Pleasure House.
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“The Subscriber having made arrangements for opening the House lately known by
the above name, has the pleasure to inform the Public, that he will be ready for the
reception of visitors on the 9th inst.
The Subscriber pledges himself, that the Bar and Table will always be supplied
with the best Wines, Liquors, Meats, Fish, Oysters, and in short, every thing of the
best. which town and country can afford. The constant refreshing breezes from the
sea - the fine view of the Chesapeake - the short ride from town, and the
convenience of Bathing on a fine hard sandy beach, cannot fail to make it a place
of desirable resort for persons wishing to enjoy it, either for health or pleasure.
Boarders as well as transient visitors will be taken on moderate charges. The
attention of good servants of both sexes, a good hostler, and his own time, which
shall be entirely devoted to the business, will, he hopes, merit for him a share of the
public patronage.”91
Despite alternatives, nostalgia still reigned true for the old Pleasure House. A steamship
tour of the region in 1836 noted: “WAR OF ’12 RECALLED. Princess Anne. The spot where the
old Pleasure House stood was pointed out on the beach - a snug wind-mill now marks the place.
The tree from which our soldiers used to watch the movements of the British in Lynnhaven Bay,
has been undermined by the sea, and is no more. We passed over the spot where the British ate
fish and oysters during the War. . .”92 While the beach area remained popular, it was not until
1843 before another effort to replace the Pleasure House was made.
“A NEW WATERING PLACE. – We learn that a company has been formed in
Baltimore for the purpose of establishing a place of Summer resort, on a large scale,
at some point on the Bay shore in our neighboring county of Princess Anne. A
party of gentlemen, comprising a committee, arrived here yesterday, and proceeded
to the old Pleasure House, in company with several gentlemen of this place who
are well acquainted with all parts of the county, for the purpose of selecting a
suitable location for such an establishment.”93
If a resort was built through this business venture, it was not on or near the site of the original
Pleasure House.
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The Civil War
The period when Princess Anne County was a part of the Confederate States of America
was fairly short lived. The county fell under Confederate control from the time of Virginia
seccession on May 7, 1861, until the southeastern portion of the state was occupied by Union
forces in May of 1862. The re-capture of Norfolk was somewhat melodramatic in itself as the
amphibious landing from Fort Monroe was unopposed in its landing on Ocean View, just to the
west of Pleasure House Beach and included President Abraham Lincoln as part of the landing
party.94 With Confederate forces in Norfolk and Princess Anne counties evacuating toward
Richmond, the area was open to Union control.
Prior to the fall to Union forces, the Pleasure House area once again played an important
role in the military defense of the area. Along the inlets on either side of the area now known as
Pleasure House Beach (between Lynnhaven Inlet and Little Creek) the Confederatres established
two batteries to defend the inlets and the adjacenet waterways. A Union reconaissance map shows
Confederate batteries on the west side of each inlet.95 Also in the vicinity of Pleasure House Beach
was the local militia headquarters at Camp Lee. Pleasure House Beach was the ideal location for
a military post as the long-established “Pleasure House Road” ran direct to Norfolk and
Kempsville. After the Confederate evacuation of the area, Camp Lee was re-established near
Petersburg and became the forerunner of today’s Fort Lee.

Figure 11: Excerpt from an 1862 Union reconnaissance map of Hampton Roads.
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One of the locally raised militia units from Princess Anne County operating from Camp Lee
was named the “Seaboard Rifles.” Established in 1859 at London Bridge, the Seaboard Rifle
became part of Company F of the 6th Virginia Regiment at the start of the war.96
Another local militia unit was the Chesapeake Light Cavalry under the command of
Captain Edgar Burroughs. Assigned as Company I of the 5th Virginia Cavalry, Burroughs’ unit
patrolled the area of Pleasure House Beach in 1861 and 1862 from Camp Lee. An article in the
Richmond Daily Dispatch focused on the support of the unit from the local community.
“A beautiful Southern flag will be presented to-morrow morning by the
ladies of Princess Anne and Norfolk counties, to the Chesapeake Light Cavalry,
Captain Burroughs. The ceremonies will take place at Camp Lee, on the PleasureHouse beach, near the village of Kempsville, about 12 miles from this city.
The Cavalry company mentioned above has done hard and effective service
along the coast. The men are first-rate horsemen, are well acquainted with the
country, the roads, swamps, inlets, &c., and mounted on fleet horses, and fully
equipped for fight. They will doubtless prove exceedingly efficient whenever the
Yankee may attempt a landing on our coast.”97

Figure 12: Flag of the Seaboard Rangers.

An additional unit, the Princess Anne Cavalry, also
operated along the Chesapeake Bay coastline including
around Cape Henry and the Atlantic Coast. The
Princess Anne Cavalry was under the command of
Captain John Fentress and was Company A of the 5th
Virginia Cavalry.98 All of the Princess Anne County
militia units evacuated the region after the Union
invasion and reconstituted with other units at
Petersburg and Richmond and would continue to fight
throughout the war, although under different company
designations.
During their time patrolling and
protecting Princess Anne County, the militia were
involved in a number of interesting events.
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Figure 13: Flag of the Princess Anne Cavalry.

One account of the duty at Pleasure House Beach came from the recollections of Randolph R.
Ward. He joined the Princess Anne Cavalry in April of 1861.
“Our company had increased so fast it was proper to divide it and make two
companies – known as the Princess Anne Cavalry, and Chesapeake Light Cavalry.
Then the Princess Anne Cavalry was orders to Long creek, in Princess Anne
County, and the Chesapeake Light Cavalry was order to the Pleasure House Beach
in Princess Anne County to do picket duty. There we remained until fall. Then we
went to work and built winter quarters near Moseley’s Church in Little Creek, still
doing picket at Pleasure House Beach all the winter until next spring, which was
May 1862 when Norfolk was evacuated and we left for Petersburg, Virginia.”99
As part of the ongoing naval operations to prevent ships from running the blockade around
southern ports, the navy engaged in assembling a “Stone Fleet.” The idea was to purchase old
ships, fill them with stone and sink them at harbor entrances to effectively close off a port. One
of the ships, purchased at Baltimore for $800, was the schooner Orion.100 Orion was destined for
sinking at Hatteras Inlet after it was captured by the Union in August 1861. While sailing down
the bay with a load of stone, the ballast used to sink the ship and block the channel, the Orion ran
aground and wrecked at Pleasure House Beach. What resulted was an interesting “squabble” over
claims to the capture of the ship and crew.
“An epistolary contest appears on the columns of the Norfolk Day Book, Captain
E. Burroughs, the active commander of the Chesapeake Light Cavalry, maintains
the claim of members of his company and others, whom he names to be the rightful
captors of the crew of the United States transport schr. Orion, lately wrecked on our
99
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coast, and is not disposed to allow it to Capt. Fentress, and the Princess Anne
cavalry. Both these vigilant companies of cavalry are from the same vicinity, and I
have no doubt they will act with a spirit of emulation in their hostile acts against
the common foe. A number of deeds of high daring by the members of both
companies have already been mentioned in the Norfolk papers.”101
While wrecked Union ships provided for easy victories among the Princess Anne Militias, the
danger of Union attacks remained, particularly with the Union stronghold at Fort Monroe just a
few miles away. Union navy patrols provided the greatest threat.
“Warlike News – The enemy continue to keep up their warfare on the Princess
Anne cavalry, to the great annoyance of the seine-haulers, without effecting any
earthly object. On Wednesday afternoon the Lincoln steamer Quaker City again
paid a visit to the beach between the Pleasure house and the inlet, being attracted
thither by the appearance of a Confederate flag, which the cavalry company had
hoisted to a pole, and blazed away at it right manfully, or as fiercely as a wicked
brute of a dog would snap at a stick that was poked at him. Finding however, that
they could “hurt nobody,” and that it was useless to waste their ammunition, she
ceased firing and left.”102
Even the weather was both a challenge and an opportunity for the militia. A telegraphic dispatch
from 1862 reported: “Norfolk, January 24 – A very severe storm has been prevailing here since
yesterday, accompanied by high winds, beating rains, and raging sea.”103 Such severe weather
caused the Union lightship, placed on the Middle Ground as a temporary replacement for the
darkened Cape Henry Lighthouse, to break its mooring.
“As an evidence of the severity of the present gale, the light boat, that was strongly
moored in the Middle Ground off Cape Henry, was broken loose from her
fastenings and driven ashore on the Pleasure House beach. Old seamen say that
light boats are never removed from their moorings in a storm unless the wind blows
with extraordinary violence. The crew of seven men were taken in charge and
brought to the city by a detachment of the Chesapeake Light Cavalry. Three or four
hundred gallons of oil, a large quantity of provisions, seven muskets, and a few
other articles of less value, were also secured by our men stationed near the shore.
It is stated, further, that there was a superior rifled cannon on board. The wood
work of the light boat (the hull being of iron) will probably be burned to prevent
the enemy from getting possession of the vessel, although it is probable that the
Yankees would only attempt to set her on fire.”104
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The Norfolk Day Book listed the names of the captured crew: Alex Ruark, Thomas Segemin,
Edward Smith, Job Thompson, Charles Wise, Edward Fritz, and Richard Miller. The Day Book
further stated that “Smith is the same individual who escaped from here some time since.”105

Figure 14: Private Oneziphrus “Oney”
Swepson A. Brock of the Princess Anne
Cavalry.
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Pleasure House in the 20th Century
Through the remainder of the 19th century the Pleasure House remained a landmark, at least
in name if not in actual structure. The location was well known and referenced often in newspapers
when events of significance occurred. For example, the New York Times reported that the bark
Henry A. Litchfield “went ashore on Pleasure House Beach.”106 In 1899, the Virginian Pilot
relayed the almost daily developments of “a monster whale…high and dry on Pleasure House
Beach.” Besides being between “65 and 75 feet in length” is was possibly “worth a small fortune
to anyone who will extract the sperm from it.”107 A few days later they reported “A total of sixty
barrels of sperm oil is said to have been obtained from the big whale washed ashore on Pleasure
House Beach. Every particle of the flesh of the big fish was boiled to a cracking, thereby securing
all the oil that was contained in its carcass.”108
The Pleasure House was even the subject of local legend and lore. In one story, the keeper
of the Cape Henry Lighthouse, Jerimiah Thatcher, was a regular at the Pleasure House. A
September 1872 storm prevented Thatcher from getting back to the lighthouse in time to light the
lantern. A brig entering the Chesapeake Bay, the Hattie Belle, ran aground. Thatcher, believing
the ship ran aground because of his inattentiveness to the light, tried to swim to the brig to help in
the rescue. Thatcher drowned along with 10 of the Hattie Belle crew.109 This fictional story shows
the impact of the Pleasure House on the legends and lore of the area. It does, however, beg the
question of whether another tavern existed in the vicinity after the War of 1812.
Entering the 20th century, Princess Anne County found itself on the edge of a potential new
industry – tourism. The success of the Virginia Beach resort along the Atlantic Ocean gave rise
to attempts to establish other resorts and compete for a growing number of relaxation seekers. The
Cape Henry Syndicate was formed in 1902 with an aim of creating a resort at Cape Henry to rival
the one at Virginia Beach. The construction of a railroad to Cape Henry from Norfolk, crossing
the Lynnhaven Inlet, then looping south to Virginia Beach brought a constant supply of visitors.
The railroad also crossed Pleasure House Road.
In 1910, the Chesapeake Park Land Development plan was devised by the Lynnhaven
Realty Corporation. The plan would develop a neighborhood centered on Pleasure House Road
extending from the beach to the railroad. A station at Pleasure House Road would service the
community.110
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Figure 15: Map of the proposed Chesapeake Park development

While the Chesapeake Park development never emerged, interest in another “Pleasure
House” continued. A new structure built, possibly as early as 1918, took the name Pleasure
House Lake Hotel.111 The new hotel was built near or on the site of the burned Pleasure House.
It is not known how long the hotel remained in operation but by 1963 the City Directory listed
the occupants of the structure as “transients.”112
In March of 1964, the Fraternal Order of Eagles, Aerie 3204 was chartered and had their
first home in the former Pleasure House Lake Hotel.113 The hotel remained their headquarters
until sometime in 1966.
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Figure 16: 1937 aerial photograph of the Pleasure House Lake Hotel with boardwalk
leading to the Chesapeake Bay.

In 1970, after sitting vacant for several years, Mr. Elmer King purchased the hotel to be
the home of the “Old Red Barn Antiques,” an establishment fitting for the old structure. The
Directory lists the structure as “vacant” in 1978 and 1979 and by 1980 was no longer in
existence.114

Figure 17: The old Pleasure House Lake Hotel around 1976
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Areas for Further Research
There are many challenges in researching a structure that has not existed for over two centuries.
Even the origin of the name “Pleasure House” is somewhat shrouded in mystery. This study is far
from complete but hopefully has identified potential opportunities for further research. The areas
for further study include:
- The origin of the name “Pleasure House” and whether this was the formal name of the structure
or merely a description of the type of establishment.
- A full list of owners and operators.
- The operations of the “Pleasure House” compared to other taverns and ordinaries in Virginia.
- The ownership and operation of the Pleasure House Hotel in the 20th century.
- Any other similar structures or establishments built on the original site or in the vicinity following
the destruction of the Pleasure House in 1813.
- Revisiting the Floyd Painter archaeological study of the Lake Joyce area to determine if there are
any indications of the “Pleasure House” within his study sites.
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Virginia). https://www.loc.gov/item/2003630497/.
Figure 12: Seaboard Rangers Flag, History of Lower Tidewater, 1: 470.
Figure 13: Princess Anne Cavalry Flag. American Civil War Museum, Richmond, VA.
Figure 14: Private Oneziphrus "Oney" Swepson A. Brock of the Princess Anne Cavalry.
Glimpses of Soldiers' Lives: Private Oney Swepson A. Brock, (Library of Congress,
Compiled by: Ann Tyler Moses, Liljenquist Family Fellow, 2012).
Figure 15: Chesapeake Park Development, Slover Library, Norfolk, VA.
Figure 16: 1937 Aerial Photograph, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Figure 17: Pleasure House Lake Hotel, 1976, Slover Library, Norfolk, VA.
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